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e GLEN BRIDE AND KILN RIVER IMPROVEMENT
C L (-

SUMMARY OF REPORT0 C

C
C This report follows investigations carried out in response

I c: to the City Manager's Order No. 2307/81.
: C CHAPTER 1 deals with the discussions which took place

C with officials of various authorities and from which
0 broad guidelines were set up to ensure that the
C investigations covered aspects of the catchment areas
C and streams which affected these authorities.

I C The principal features which arose out of discussions
0 were (a) determination of ultimate percentage urbanisation
C to be catered for in design; (b) investigation of the
0 effects of impoundment of the Glennamought Stream
Ci (c) investigation of the effect~ of constructing a by-

pass on the Glen River (d) investigation of the effects
! C, of creation of lagoons in the Glen Catchment as part of

0 the Glen Park Landscaping project (e) investigation of
~ various options in arriving at a recommended design for
G a new culvert from Blackpool to Leitrim Street.

\Ct C CHAPTER 2 discusses two methods of flood estimation and
1 C the exercises carried out on the Flood Studies and Rational
I Methods showed that for the purposes of this report, the
1 C Rational method was ideal for dealing with the many points
I C of reference on both the Glen and Bride streams.
] C

I c In this Chapter also the adoption of the following
I c impermeable factors is discussed -0.30 Rural and 0.60

Urban.
I C

I C The portion of the entire catchment catered for under
C the Cork Main Drainage Scheme is also stated as being

j C 15.6% of the total.

,g It is also shown that for ultimate design purposes, the
i entire Glen Catchment should be taken as being urbanised
I C while an allowance of urbanisation of 10% of the Bride/
i C Glennamought catchment outside the Main Drainage boundary
I c: is recommended for design purposes.
i
; c'

!O CHAPTER 3 deals with the topography of the entire catchment
I and makes reference to important features such as inter-
I C ceptor sewers, bridges, flood areas, all of which will be

C affected by any works which may be undertaken to improve
C the channels of the river. This chapter also assesses the
C present capacities of the rivers.

C CHAPTER 4 analyses the implications of impoundment at
! C Glennamought, construction of a by pass on the Glen, use

C of lagoons as impoundment areas in the Glen, and concludes
C" that these options are not economically justifiable as
C an alternative to catering for full design flows in
C improved channels and new culverts in the rivers.

C

C
, C, i
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CHAPTER 5 describes the works proposed and recommended
for the River Bride from Kilnap Bridge to Blackpool
Bridge. These works include replacement of Fitz's
Boreen Bridge, re-alignment and regrading the existing
stream, cleaning existing channel, culverting under the
proposed new roadway opposite Popham's Road, etc. The
estimated cost of these works is £510,000.

CHAPTER 6 describes the works proposed for the Glen
River to the Railway Bridge at Spring Lane. These
include replacement of existing bridges with culvert
type structures where inadequate carrying capacity exists,
replacement of existing culverts with new ones and grading
and widening open channels. The estimated cost of works
in this section is £609,000.

..,
CHAPTER 7 describes the work to be done in the built-up
area of the City and particularly along the route of the
proposed new roadway. Various options are considered from
an economic and practical viewpoint and the following
recommendations are made:

; (1) 4.0 m x 1.3 m culvert between Glen Hall and Water-
; course Industrial Estate -capacity 20.44 cumecs.

~

(2) 4.75 m x 1.6 m culvert to replace existing culvert
between Blackpool Church and Watercourse Industrial
Estate -capacity 33.78 cumecs.

(3) 4.75 m x 1.6 m culvert from Watercourse Industrial
Estate to Murphy's Brewery -capacity 37.49 cumecs.

(4)".,8.0 m x 1.7 m culvert from Murphy's Brewery to a
point 235 m upstream of the confluence of the Kiln
River with the River Lee -capacity 38.2 cumecs.

These recommendations allow for the retention of the exist-
ing culverts in Watercourse Road and Murphy's Brewery
premises to take local drainage up to a maximum of 9.35
cumecs which is the limiting capacity of the smallest
section of this culvert.

The estimated cost of these works is £4,219,000.

This also gives details of utility services to be enountered
during construction.

CHAPTER 8 shows the total works cost to be £5.338 m and
the all-in cost to be £5.75 m

VOLUME 2 of the Report consists of four Appendices and is
presented separately for ease of reference when reading
Volume 1.

//~' ~;::-/J .,:'"'
Signed .Ot~..L":J i ~

T. J. H
Chairman
E. G. Pettit & Co.

ii .
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GLEN, BRIDE AND KILN RIVER IMPROVEMENT

C 0

C PRELIMINARY REPORT 1982
0

:CI .
: 0 !~:!::E~~~S:!::!~!!

~O
:0 The terms of reference under which this Report is prepared
',,<:) are contained in an Order No. 2307/81 made by the City
;~O Manager on the lOth October 1981.

0 The Manager's Order reads as follows:
0
C "Acting on the recommendation of the City
C Engineer, Mr. T. Harney of Messrs. E. G.
C Pettit & Co., Consulting Engineers, Spring-
C ville House, Blackrock Road, Cork is appointed

to investigate and submit a preliminary report
...C and estimate of cost on the improvement of
C the channels of the Bride and Glen Rivers

i;C from the Borough Boundary to their confluence
fT~C at Blackpool and on the cuI verting of the Kiln
I C River from its origin at Blackpool to a point

235 m from its confluence with the River Lee.
;iiI+ CfC ...

C In particular the Consulting Engineer shall:
C

iC (1) Liaise with the City Engineer, the
,!C Engineering Inspectorate of the Department

C of the Environment and relevant StatutoryI Undertakers.
C
C (2) Liaise with Ivlr. ~1alachy Walsh of Boreen-
C manna Road, Cork, the Corporation's

I C Consulting Engineer for the Opera House
I c Bridge and the Carroll's Quay Culvert.

t~:C (3) Liaise with Mr. Anthony O'Neill, 8 Sea-
I C field Ave., Monkstown, Co. Dublin, the

C Corporation's Consulting Landscape
C Architect for the Glen River Park Project.

6 (4) Consult with the County Council with regard
to the provision which should be made to

I C' cater for flows from developments in the
i C County Area. "

C
,C; This detailed brief necessitated careful investigation of

C development proposals within the catchment area in both
.City and County, and the discussions with the various
,C officials and authorities mentioned in the brief showed
, C that a number of options could be considered in estimating
I C future flows. These options will be referred to in detail
I C in subsequent sections of the report.
I C

C
i 0
': C
10

I::) -1-
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CHAPTER 1

PRELIMINARY DISCUSSIONS

In accordance with the instructions given in the Manager's
Order, preliminary discussions were held individually with
officials of the various interested parties.

1.1 g~E~_g~EE~E~~!~~

In discussions with the City Engineer and Senior Engineer
(Sanitary), it was learned that the Corporation proposal
to construct the new Opera House Bridge and the linking
of same to the proposed Mallow Road, would have an
important bearing on the design and a construction of
any works within the City Limits.

Details of the proposed route of the roadway between
,.,. Mis Sunbeam Wolsey's premises and Emmet Place were

:,. '~. made available. Alongi tudinal section of the road had
not been drawn up, at that stage.

In the view of the Corporation officials, the routing
and construction of the Mallow Road presented an
opportunity to deal effectively with the problems
being experienced due to flooding in the Blackpool
Area, and it was felt that the construction of a culvert
of adequate capacity in conjunction with the roadworks
must be an economic proposition.

With regard to likely development within the catchment
area, it was impossible to be specific as a large
portion of this area lay outside the Corporation's
jurisdiction.

It was felt that the minimum development to be catered
for should be that area covered by the Cork Main
Drainage Scheme, but that it would be short-sighted
not to provide for some further development beyond
this.

Reference was made to considering the impoundment of
water above Glennamought Bridge as a means of reducing
flows and also to the feasibility or otherwise of
diverting flows from the Glen Upper Catchment towards
the Glanmire Catchment. These two questions had been
raised by Cork County Council officials in previous
discussions with the Corporation.

During the progress of our investigations further
discussions with Corporation Officials centered
around the method of estimation of run-off being used,
the impermeability factors being applied to Rural (30%)
and Urban (60%) areas and the Return Period (50 years)

! General agreement was reached on these figures.

,
~::

.I
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[ C Problems associated with culvert construction in
C Leitrim Street were discussed and the option of using

! C' the existing cuI vert under Murphy's Brewery yjas to be
0 considered as a method of dealing with these.,,'
;0
1;0 Later sections of this Report deal with the design
!~t aspects of the various topics discussed.
1

ic
OC 1. 2 g2!:15;_g2~~y_g2~S!1

",

j.~O A preliminary discussion was held in the~ early
: C period of the investigations with the County
C Engineer and the Environmental Officer of Cork
C County Council.
C
0 In their view, the concept of impoundment at Glennamought

merited very close examination because of the very
0 suitable location and the extent of impoundment which
0 could be provided. Calculations made by their

'0 engineering staff showed that impoundment could offset
'0 the increased flows from development downstream, with
1'0 the result that the capacity of the present Kiln
0 River Culvert would be adequate.

0 The question of impoundment had been brought to their
0 attention during consideration of an impounding reservoir
0 at this location to serve industry on the north side of
0 the City. The report of the Council's Consulting

i 0 Engineer, together with the Council's own calculations! 0 were made available.

C The feasibility of diverting flows from the Upper
C Glen Catchment to Glanmire via the 300 ft. (89 m)
0 contour had also been considered by them. This would

,0 offset increased flows from developm7nt in the Glen
0 Catchment, ~d would cater for any 17kely.devel~pment

1 above the sal.d contour. It was possl.ble l.n thel.r
1(' opinion to achieve a gravity flow through the New Inn

C area into the Glanmire Catchment by grading from the
C 89 m contour at Whites Cross.
;0
"c With regard to developmen~ within the County Area the
C County Development Plan dl.ctated that no such develop-

ment would take place. It was, however, agreed that
C as the Cork Main Drainage Area extended into the County,
0 this portion of the County could reasonably be considered
C from an engineering viewpoint, as being capable of
C development.
C ,.1 Later discussion with the Chief Assistant Planning
C ";}[ Officer for the Council confirmed the Council's attitude
C to non development of the peripheral area of the City,
C it being the Council's policy to prorn.ote the development

of Satellite towns. From the Council's planning point
of view therefore there should not be development out-
side the Borough Boundary.

C When this Report was at an advanced stage further discussior
~ were held with the Environmental Officer. He expressed broc
~ acceptance with the content as it related to the Co. Counci]

10 -3-
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1.3 ~E~_~~!~£h~_~~!~hL_~2~~~!~~~g-~~g~~~~E

In discussion with Mr. Walsh's representative details
of the proposed Opera House Bridge and the Carroll's
Quay Culvert were made available.

In design calculations for the Carrolls Quay Culvert ~\
the area of the existing Carroll's Bridge had been
taken as available to take the flow from the Kiln
River. The effect of tidal conditions needed to be
considered. As the Manager's Order designated a
point 235 m upstream of the River Lee as being the terminal
point of the present brief, it was considered that,
provided the section downstream of this could take the
design flows calculated for the catchment under tidal
conditions, the effect of the Opera House Bridge project

r on the brief was marginal.
I, During these discussions, a proposal to construct a

Shopping Centre at Wherlands Lane for which M/s Malachy
Walsh & Partners were Consulting Engineers, was
investigated with regard to its effect on the River
Bride.

For the purposes of calculating the flows which should
be catered for in the River Bride, M/s M. Walsh and
Partners had engaged as Consultant Mr. C. Cunnane, BE,
Ph.D., MIEI, who estimated the flows in both the Bride/
Glennamought and the Glen Rivers at the point of
confluence at Wherlands Lane. Mr. Cunnane's method of
estimating floods was that recommended in the Flood
Studies Report which dealt with an investigation carried
out since 1970 at the Institute of Hydrology, Wallingford,
and the Meteorological Office, Brackall. The Irish Office
of Public Works and the Meteorological Service
participated in these studies and supplied data on
floods and rainfall in Ireland for inclusion in the

analysis.

Under the section dealing with Methods of Flood Estimation
(Chapter 2) a comparison is made between the results of
the Flood Studies Method and the Rational Method using
the same field data.

1.4 ~E~_~~~2~~_Q~~~~!!

A report prepared by Mr. Anthony O'Neill on the Glen
River Park Project had been made available by Cork
Corporation. In subsequent discussion with Mr. O'Neill,
maps showing his proposals for landscaping the area were
given to us, and these showed that considerable use
could be made of existing marshy areas along the route
of the Glen River, to create ponds and features which
would enhance the area as an amenity.

The effect of these proposals on the design flows for
the Glen River and for the Kiln River downstream, would
obviously have to be considered.

-4-
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C
C In discussion with an Engineering Inspector of the
C Department of Environment, which took place after

some initial work on the commission had been done,
C the problems associated with the arrival of a
C definitive design flow were raised. It would be
C necessary to consider all the options available,
C and to compare costs of different size culverts to
C determine if it would be worth while using the
C existing culvert to take some portion of the design
C flow.

C The problem of the presence of Interceptor Sewer No.
C 1 in the route of the proposed new road at Leitrim
C Street, in a position where it would materially
C interfere with the routing of a culvert in this street,
0 was discussed, and it was agreed that, ifnecessary,

this Interceptor could be diverted to the east side
0 of Leitrim Street.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C "
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C
C In discussion with an Engineering Inspector of the
C Department of Environment, which took place after
C some initial work on the commission had been done,

the problems associated with the arrival of a
C definitive design flow were raised. It would be
C necessary to consider all the options available,
C and to compare costs of different size culverts to
() determine if it would be worth while using the
0 existing culvert to take some portion of the design
.' flowC .
C The problem of the presence of Interceptor Sewer No.
C 1 in the route of the proposed new road at Leitrim
C Street, in a position where it would materially

,0 inter~ere with the r:outing of a culvert,in this street,
10 was dlscussed, and lt was agreed that, lfnecessary,

this Interceptor could be diverted to the east sideI e of Leitrim Street.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS OF FLOOD ESTIMATION

2.1 !:1~!:l2~9:~-~~~~!9:~£~9:.

For the purposes of this report, two methods of flood
'" estimation were compared before a choice was made as

to which would be used in the many calculations
necessary to determine flows at different locations
and under different development characteristics. These
methods are (a) the Rational Method by which run-off
is related to Time of Concentration, Area of Catch-
ment, and impermeability factor, and (b) the Unit
Hydrograph method adopted in the Flood Studies Report
of 1975. In this latter method there are three sets
of unknowns (i) the unit hydrograph, (ii) knowledge of
the rainfall regime and (iii) suitable assumptions on

i how to specify the storm and knowledge of the percentage
: run-off.

The Flood Studies Method is highly complicated,
necessitating the use of computer and in the case where
several different conditions and locations have to be
dealt with, was considered unsuitable for the present
exercise. However, it was necessary before adopting the
Rational Method, to be satisfied that the results would
be reasonably close to those obtained by the Flood
Studies Method.

2.2 ~!~~9:_~!~9:!~~_g~E~£!:

As previously mentioned in relation to our discussions
with Messrs. Malachy Walsh and Partners, Consulting
Engineers, we were informed that they had, under expert
advice, used the Flood Studies Method to obtain
projected flows at the junction of the Bride, Glenn-
amought and Glen Rivers at Wherlands Lane upstream of
Blackpool Bridge.

Table 2.1 hereunder shows the calculated design flows
at Wherlands Lane as made available by Messrs. Malachy
Walsh and Partners.

TABLE 2 ..1

Return Period Years 10 25 50

Bride Rural Cumec 20.32 24.25 27.64

I Bride 25% Urban Cumec 26.29 31.98 36.43
I

Glen Rural Cumec 6.65 7.96 9.09

Glen 25% Urban Cumec 8.70 10.61 12.17

-6-
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C 2.3 g~!!2~~!_~~!~29

C
(" For comparison purposes the following Table 2.2 has
C been prepared using the Rational Method of flood

estimation for the same location (Wherlands Lane).
C
C TABLE 2.2i !C

C Return Period Years 10 25 50
C C Bride Rural 19.,37 23.26 27.00

C
C Bride 25% Urban 24.21 29.06 34.00

C Glen Rural 7.83 9.39 10.24
C Glen 25% Urban 9.78 11.73 13.55
C
C These Tables show the extremely close agreement
C between the two methods of estimation and justify
C the use of the Rational Method.

0 In calculating the results using the Rational Method,
,0 the slope of streams and impermeability factors for

~~] 0 rural development ~ere used as in the calculations
fc 0 for the Flood Studles Method.

g The 25% urban factor was used in the comparison study
only because this was the factor adopted by Cunnane.

0 This factor was found to be incorrect as indicated by
0 the figures in Tables 2.3 to 2.9. (Appendix 11).
C
C The time of concentration was c~l~ted from the
C Bransby Williams formula t = .1 § v' ~ -corrected

0 to metric and modified to eliginat~ d and h as follows:-
0 t = ~9.~G A-O.l 11.2 F-0.2

g Where t = time of concentration in minutes
A = Area of catchment in sq. Km.

C 1 = Length from source to catchment point in Km.
C F = Total Fall in metres from source to catch-
(; ment point.

~ From the time of concentration the rainfall intensity~ (I) was calculated from the Dillon Formula for Cork.
C
C I = 146.761 x t-0.5934 x NO.2004
C Where I = Rainfall intensity in mmjhour
C t = Time of concentration in minutes
C N = Return period in years

C, From the Rainfall Intensity the run-off Q was calculated
C from the Rational Formula.
C
(' Q = 0 .2 75 ApI
C-,.." Where Q = Run-off in 2cumecs Slf,.} , A A . Km= rea ln
0 ,"' P = Impermeability Factor
0 tj, I = Rainfall Intensity in mmjhour.

i

-7-I
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2.4 g~S~Es!~s!_:!::!~~~

Observations of the River Bride at times of high flows,
show that the highest recorded flow at Sunbeam Wolsey
premises was 16.23 cumecs at 11.00 am on 13.12.1968.
A flow of similar proportions was observed on 13.12.1981,
co-incidentally the same date 13 years later. No
records are available for the intervening period. It

, is significant that this flow, from the mainly rural
: Catchment, would be equivalent to a return period of
.4 years, if the Rational Method Formulae were used, and

would appear to indicate that the figures given in
Table 2.2 are over estimates.

f!i, 
However, it must be remembered that the flow at Sunbeam
Wolsey is limited to that which can pass through the
bridge at Fitz's Boreen and the flows recorded above
were associated with flooding upstream of this.

The recorded flow therefore is only an indication of
that which passes Mis Sunbeam Wolsey factory in times
of flooding upstream, and cannot be related to any
storm return period.

2.5 !~E~E~~~~~!~~Y_:!::~S~~E

The impermeability factor for rural development is taken
as 0.30. In adopting this factor reference was made to
the lEI paper "Flood Estimation Following the Flood
Studies Report" by Cunnane & Lynn, which designates the
catchment area as having a Class 2 Winter Rain accept-
ance potential indicating a run-off co-efficient of
0.30.

This co-efficient is a confirmation of Brassil's paper
tothe Institute of Municipal Engineers, November 1970
where reference is made to a mainly rural catchment
near Harlow New Town having a run-off of 30% precipitation.

The impermeability factor for urban development is taken
as 0.60. This is an overall factor covering all types
of urban development and is computed as follows:-

80% Housing with 0.6 factor = 0.48
10% Industry with 0.8 factor = 0.08
10% Open Space with 0.3 factor = 0.03

0.59

2.6 Urban Factor

In the base study it was convenient to express urban
development as a fraction of the total catchment
because this was the method recommended in the Flood
Studies report. It was also advantageous to adopt
this method of expression in the subsequent calculations
as it enabled flows to be calculated without actual
designation within the Catchment Area, of the location

-8-
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0
0 for urban development. In the Tables attached to this
0 report calculations are shown for various proportions
C of urban development and these are based on a
C combination of

~ (i) Rural development at 0.3 impermeability
'c (ii) Urban development at 0.6 impermeability factor.

C From these two fact.ors the run-off from a partially
0 urbanised catchment can be directly related to the
0 run-off from an entirely rural catchment by using the

,,0 formula Qu =(1 + u)Qr where u is the Urban factor.
~t Thus for a 25% urbanised catchment Qu = 1.25 Qr. ThisC method eliminates the necessity of re-calculating run-

0 off independently for the urban development
10 "

i;; 0 2. 7 ~:!:;2!::11:!_~!::~g~~I1S?:Y

;,,~ Stor~ Frequency or Stor~ Return Pe:iod has an important
0 bear1ng on the calculat10ns of est1mated flows. In
C the Rational Method used this is catered for in Dillon's
0 Formula for Rainfall Intensity and as indicated previously
0 this varies as the expression

0 NO.2004 h N . th t . d .were 1S e re urn per1o 1n years.
0
0 Tables 2.10and 2.l1show calculated flows for various

10 return periods. (Appendix 11).

g 2.8 Q!:!:;!I1:!~:!:;~_Q~Y~!2EI1:!~I1t

C In the final analysis the foreseeable pltimate development
C or urbanisation of the catchment area is the most -
0 important element in estimating future flows.
0
0 The total catchment area of the combined Bride/
C Glennamought and Glen rivers at the point of confluence
C with the River Lee is 43.71 sq. km, of this 6.82 sq.
C km lie inside the borough boundary and a further 7.1.3

sq. km lie between the borough boundary and the Cork
0 Main Drainage Scheme boundary. The urbanised borough
C area is therefore 15.6% of the total catchment.
C
C The combined borough and Main Drainage Area represents
C 31.9% of the catchment from which it can be seen that the

Main Drainage Scheme envisaged a doubling of the urban
C area in this instance. In view of the fact that the
0 existing borough area has nearly reached full develop-
0 ment it would seem prudent to cater for some develop-
C ment outside this area.

~ When the rivers are considered separately i.e. taking
: ~ their individual catchments to Murphy's Brewery the
! C percentage urbanisation catered for by the Cork Main

C Drainage Scheme in the Glen Area is much greater than
C that in the Bride/Glennamought catchment.
C
C
C
C -9-
C
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The catchment area of the Glen at Murphy's Brewery
is 8.55 sq.km of which 2.44 sq. km lie inside the
borough boundary and a further 4.22 sq. m. between
this and the Main Drainage boundary. The borough
area is therefore 28.5% of the total catchment and the
combined borough and Main Drainage areas comprise
77.9% of the catchment.

For the Bride/Glennamought River the figures are as
follows:

Total area 34.44 sq. km borough area 3.66 sq.km or
10.6% of the catchment, combined borough and Main
Drainage Areas 6.57 sq. km or 19.1% of the catchment.

These percentage differences merely reflect the difference
in the areas of each catchment, (that of the Glen being
only 24.8% of the Bride/Glennamought)/ and the proximity
of the entire Glen catchment to the city boundary.

For design purposes, as shown in Tables 2.3 to 2.9
-{Appendix 11), the ul timate urbanised area of the Glen
River was taken as the combined borough and Main Drainage
areas plus 100% of the .area outside the r:-'1ain Drainage

boundary. For the Bride/Glennamought the combined;
borough and Main Drainage areas plus 10% of the area
outside the Main Drainage boundary was taken as being
ultimately urbanised.

-10-
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C CHAPTER 3
C c ~Q~Q§~~g~--~~Q--~~2~~~__g~E~g!~!~§

0
I

:0
i 0 ~ORTANT NOTE: All levels referred to in this report
C are based on O.D. Malin Head which is 2.71 m above
0 O.D. Dublin Bay.

0 In cases where contours and triangulation points are
0 converted from feet to metres, they are rounded off
C the the nearest metre, e.g. 300 ft. Contour (Dublin
C Bay) = 89 m Contour Malin Head.
C
C
0 3.1 ~~~S~~~~~_~E~~

0
'0 The Catchment Areas and the routes of the rivers
:'0 covered by the brief are shown on drawing Nos.

Cl123-00l & 002. It will be seen immediately that
,.p the term "Glen, Bride and Kiln,r must be taken to cover
0 also the Glennamought River and its tributaries. The
0 total catchment area covered by all these rivers to the
C point of confluence with the River Lee at Camden Quay
0 which is close to the City Centre, is 43.71 sq. km.

0 The following Table 3.1 shows the distribution of this
JO area between City and County and between the principal
! 0 channels from the County Borough boundary downstream.

0
TABLE 3.1C C -

C Location River Catchment Catchment Tota
0 City Km2 ~coun1Y Catch:
C Km Km2

~ ~ilnap Bridge Bride 0.52 29.05 29.5
GlennamoughtC

C Wherlands Lane do. 2.72 30.78 33.5

C Murphy's Brewery do. 3.66 30.78 34.4
iC' Riverview Glen North 0.315 3.97 4.2
10
lit do. Glen East 1.335 2.15 3.4

0 Spring Lane Glen 2.16 6.11 8.2
C .:. Murphy's Brewery do. 2.44 6.11 8.5
C Camden Quay Kiln 6.82 36.89 43.7
0 --
0
C It will be seen that the Bride/Glennamought has by far
0 the greater catchment and that the major portion (some

t"" 89%) of this lies outside the Borough Boundary.;

The Glen River has its sources reasonably close to the
0 9':' Borough Boundary, and approximately 72% of its catchment
0 : is outside this.

II

0
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3.2 ~!Y~E_~E!9~_~QEQgE~E~Y

Kilnap Bridge is an ideal point of reference because
it marks the confluence of the Bride and Glennamought
Rivers, as well as defining the location at which the
combined rivers enter the Borough area.

The Bride Catchment lies due west of this and has its
northern ridge line extending from the triangulation
station at Ballycannon on the west through Starch Hill,
Killard and Killeens townlands to Rathpeacon triangulation
station before running south to Kilnap Bridge.

.c.. The southern boundary is defined by the ridge running
: eastwards from the triangulation station at Coolymurraghue

through Mackey's Cross and north of the Clogheen Road
to the Reservoir site at Knocknaheeny and then going
north-east to Kilnap Bridge. This catchment area in
effect separates the Lee and Blarney River Catchments.
Apart from the small area at Knocknaheeny and Knockna-
cullen West, the catchment is entirely in the County

'. Area.
:;,

1: The northern ridge has a maximum level of 120 m OD
Malin Head while the southern ridge is sharply defined
by the peaks at Clogheen (135m) and Knocknaheeny
Reservoir (142 m). The river is 6.12 kms in length
from its source at Kerry Pike to Kilnap and lies
entirely between the 58 m contours on the north and
south.

It is a mildly sloping river and has areas liable to
floods at Ballycannon, Wyse's Bridge, and along its
route from Clogheen to Kilnap. The catchment at present
is entirely agricultural.

3.3 g!~~~~Q~g~~_g~~£h~~~~

This catchment extends eastward and northward from
Kilnap Bridge for a distance of 9.6 km to White church
and has its western boundary defined by the tri.angulation
stations at Rathpeacon (120 mOD) ,Monard (139 mOD),
Rahinsky (158 mOD) and north-west of Whitechurch (195 mOD)

From Whitechurch the ridge runs south-eastwards to the
station at Coole West (165 mOD) and thence south to
Ballinvriskig (140 m OD)where it runs along the Upper
Glanmire/Whites Cross Road in a south westerly direction
through Dublin Pike (100 mOD) to Kilnap.

This catchment separates the Blarney and Glashaboy
catchment areas.

The river itself has a number of tributaries, the
principal one being that which rises in Piercetown and
joins the main river north of Kilcully.

The Glennamought River has a good fall over its entire
length to Kilnap, and its principal feature as far as

-12-
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C this r~port is c~ncerned is the deep cutti~g or gle~

extendlng from Kllcully to Glennamought Brldge. ThlS
C will be referred to later in the report when dealing
0 with the question of impoundment.
C
C Between Glennamought Bridge and Kilnap Bridge the area
C adjacent to the river is liable to floods. The catchment
C area again is entirely agricultural.

i.l~ 3. 4 ~!:!~~L~!~I2I2~2!:9:!!!:

0 Between Kilnap Bridge and Blackpool Church the combined
C rivers flow through very flat land adjacent to the
C Commons Road before entering the built-up area down-
C stream of Fitz's Boreen Bridge. The additional catch-
0 ment taken in includes Fair Hill, Gurranabraher and
0 Churchfield on the west and Kilbarry and Kilnap on the
0 east.

0 The land on both sides of the river between Kilnap andi 
0 Fitz's Boreen is low lying and, apart from someI
~ localised areas which have been filled, is liable to

flooding. Fitz's Boreen Bridge is also an obstruction
to heavy flows.

'. Downstream of Fitz's Boreen the river is channelled
"0 through the I"ndustrial Developments of Mis Harrington
0 and Goodlass Wall Ltd. and Mis Sunbeam Wolsey Ltd.
0 River crossings within these developments are referred
0 to later in this report and in the relevant drawings.

C Between Mis Sunbeam Wolsey Ltd. and Blackpool Bridge,
C the river has low lying land on its north-eastern bank
C and a relatively high level bank on the opposite side.
0 The bed and banks are affected by growth of weeds and
0 foliage, and have become, from time to time, subject
0 to obstruction from debris being deposited in the
C stream.

i 0 Mention must be made of the Cork Main Drainage Inter-
0 ceptor Sewer No.2 which is laid parallel to the river
0 from Kilnap Bridge to Fitz's Boreen where it crosses
C under to emerge under Commons Road. The Interceptor
r re-crosses the river downstream of Sunbeam Wolsey Ltd.C -where it is joined by a 225 rom foul pipe from a Storm
C Overflow Chamber located near the ESB Polefield.
C
~ Further crossings of the stream have been made by foul

sewers from an overflow opposite Pophams Road and one
at Wherlands Lane.

~

r 3.5 ~!~~~E22!_g!!!:!:~~_!:2_~~!:E~l:~_~!:~~~El

C This section, known as the Kiln River, is culverted
C under Watercourse Road and discharges into an open
C channel north of the Brewery Corner. Originally, a
C double culvert carried the flow, but under the Cork

\

C "9t:f'I Main Drainage proposals it was decided to use one of
0 the culverts to carry Interceptor Sewer No.1.

C
0 -13-
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Details of this existing culvert are shown on drawing
No. Cl123/305/6 which also shows the capacities of
the various sections.

3.6 ~~EE~Y:~_~E~~~EY_~2_g!Y~E_~~~-

The details of this are also shown on drawing no.
Cl123/306 .The system under the Brewery Bremises
consists of a large culvert which is a continuation of
the Watercourse Road culvert, and a smaller one which
takes the flow from the Back Watercourse.

An old disused culvert in John Street has an outlet
to the large culvert within the Brewery Premises and
directly opposite this outlet, the minor culvert
joins the large one.

The combined flows are then carried in the large
culvert through the Brewery Premises and discharged
to an open channel which continues thus to the Lee.
Bridges on this section are at John Street Little and
Devonshire Street.

3.7 §;!;~I2._<;'~~S~IE~I2.~_~2E2gE~E~Y

This catchment extends north-eastwards'J from Blackpool.
Its eastern boundary runs along the Dublin Pike Road
and on through Whites Cross to a ridge point at Lisna-
horna (130 m O.D). From there it runs south-eastwards
to a ridge point at Ballyphilip (129 m CD) and thence
south-westwards to the source of its northern tributary.
The boundary veers south eastwards again to a ridge
point at Rathcooney (130 mOD). From there it goes
generally southwards to a ridge point at Lota More and on
eastwards to a peak of 119 m OD south of Old Youghal
Road and thence eastwards to Collins Barracks where
it skirts the Barracks and heads north eastwards and
back to Blackpool.

3.8 §;!;~I2._g!Y~~-=-~~~~~EI2._~E!~~~~EY

This stream rises in high ground near New Inn and flows
in an easterly direction towards Mayfield. It crosses
under the Banduff Road near Mayfield Cross. From here
it flows with a good gradient to the rear of a housing
estate. The banks in this section are generally over-
grown with trees and shrubs. The stream then flows
between the New Mayfield Ring Road and the Banduff
Road through a low lying boggy area and across the
abandoned Betty's Lane and on through a further low
lying area to where it crosses under the Ballyhooley
New Road. To the east of Ballyhooly New Road it is
joined by its northern tributary. For the greater part
of this section the stream forms the Borough Boundary.

Cork Main Drainage Interceptor No.1 starts to the north
of the stream near Mayfield Cross and crosses to the
south of the stream downstream of the Banduff Road. The
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0 sewer continues along the southern bank for the remainder
C of this section.
C
C 3.9 §!~~_8~Y~E_=_~2E~~~~_~E~e~~~E~
c
C The main source of the northern tributary rises approx-
C; imately 1 km to the east of Whites Cross and flows
C westwards till it meets the Whites Cross/Ballyvolane
C Cross Roads whence it turns southward and follows the

line of this road to the Borough Boundary. At this
0 point it leaves the road and continues southwards and
0 crosses under the entrance laneway to "The College".
C It continues southwards in an open channel to the west

i C of Meelick Park. It flows through a short section
! C of culvert with slabbed roof before it veers eastwards
..in open channel. It turns southwards again at the north-
0 eastern corner of Park Court and is carried further south
0 by 2 no. 1000 rom diameter pipes. A further short section
0 of open channel precedes another section of 2 no. 1000 rom
C diam. pipes which carry the stream eastwards and then
C southwards under the Ballyvolane Road where it discharges

into an open channel at a manhole to the north-east of0 Riverview Estate. This latter piped section appears
Q to take a different course from the original stream.
0 From the manhole .~ t flows southwards to join the eastern
0 tributary. This section of channel has been improved
C in recent years.
C'
'0 3. 10 §!~I2_g~Y~E

0
"c From the confluer:ce of its main tri~utaries the G~en
C stream meanders ~n an S-shaped fash~on and flows ~nto

a dried up lagoon type mill pond. In the S-shaped
C section the stream is culverted under Glen House and
,0 passes under the entrance road to this house before
to flowing under a footbridge prior to entering the Mill
C Pond area. This mill pond area is very spongy and
C very overgrown. At the lower end of the Mill Pond,

near a second Glen House, the river turns sharply in
C a hair pin bend. From the Glen House it flows in an
0 easterly direction with a disused quarry to the south
0 and a steep escarpment in its northern bank till it
,,0 ~ reaches an old mill race where the stream is diverted
0 to the south through a grill type gate with a drop in

level. There is evidence of an overflow pipe at thisC location which appears to be blocked off. The stream

"c crosses under the adjoining path and back across again
~~ in this section. There is a steep escarpment on the
;e southern side rising to the Glen NBA Housing development
~C while the northern bank is reasonably level. The stream
r then flows through a fairly deep, overgrown ravine
~ past a gate type screen and on until it goes underground

in a culvert. This culvert entrance is protected by
a cage type grill. It flows in culvert from here

C through Hammond Lane Ltd. Premises until it emerges
again where it crosses the main Cork/Dublin railway

r embankment near Spring Lane. To the east of this
C! 7mbankment the r~ver ~ivides.w~th one b::-anch ~lowing

~n an easterly d~rect~on to Jo~n the Br~de R~ver near
C! Wherlands Lane and the other branch, known as the Back
C

! C -15-
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Watercourse, flowing in a southerly direction to join
the Kiln River near Murphyrs Brewery.

Cork Main Drainage Interceptor Sewer 1 continues on
the southern side of the stream along the S-shaped
and mill pond sections. At the mill race section it
crosses under the stream twice -over to the north and
back again to the south. The Interceptor again crosses"' under the stream to its northern bank before the stream

';. goes underground through Hammond Lane Ltd. Premises.I.;' 
The interceptor leaves the vicinity of the stream near"" the Railway Embankment.

=: 3.11 Backwater Course"i Drawing Nos. Cl123/30'7, 308 and 309 show longitudinal and

cross sections of the Backwatercourse between Spring
Lane and Murphy's Brewery. As can be seen, it consists
of open and culverted sections of varying dimensions,
and, in addition to the branch which joins the Bride
at Wherlands Lane, there is a further branch leading
from the former Cork Distilleries premises back to the
Kiln River at Blackpool Church. This branch appears
to be an overflow culvert, and, significantly, runs

I in a direction contrary to the flow in the Bride/Kiln
: River.

3.12 ~~~~~~~~~~-~f_~~~~~~~_~~E~~!~!~~

The existing level sections of the Glen and Bride
Rivers are shown on Drawing Nos Cl123/101, 102,201,
202, 203 and 204. The corresponding cross-sections
are shown on Drg. Nos Cl123/103, 104, 205 and 206.

Mannings Formula was used in the calculation of the
existing flows and the results were tabulated in
Appendix 1. Mannings Formula may be stated in the
form Q = ~ ~~ ~ 2/3 .~

n tp 1 J.

Where
Q = Discharge in cumecs 2

~ A = Cross-Sectional Area in m
P = Wetted Perimeter
i = Hydraulic Gradient

-n = Manning's Roughness Co-Efficient.
!

, In the case of open channels capacities were calculated
:' for roughness factors of n = 0.035 and n = 0.025.
" The flow obtained from n = 0.035 being the capacity

of the stream when in poor condition. The corresponding
flow for n = 0.025 gives the capacity which could be
obtained by general improvement to the stream, i.e.
cleaning, etc. without altering the existing grades
and cross-sections.

In the case of culverts and bridges on the Bride and
Glen Rivers, values of n = 0.020 and n = 0.015 were
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C used as considered appropriate to each particular

section. In some instances capacities for both
C these n values are shown. These indicate improved
0 capacities which could be obtained by minor remedial
0 measures.
C.
C The existing capacities of the Kiln River culvert
C are shown on Drg. Nos Cl123j305 and 306. The significant
i flows with regard to this report are those of 12.65
:~~ cumecs approximately 200 metres downstream of Section
'@ 16-16, 9.35 cumecs at Section 23-23 and 23 cumecs at
0 Section 24-24. It will be shown later in Chapter 7
0 that use will be made of the~isting culvert to carry
0 a proposed flow of 9.35 cumecs, this being the limiting
'c capaci ty of the cuI vert.
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CHAPTER 4

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS -COUNTY AREA

4.1 ~~~~E~_Q~~~!2E~~~~

In considering the channel and culvert dimensions
which should be used for the sections of the Rivers
inside the Borough Boundary, the following possibilities
must be taken into account:-

1. Development patterns within the Borough Boundary
cannot alter appreciatively, given the limited
area remaining for development.

3. Development outside the Borough Boundary, butI 
within the zone catered for by Cork Main Drainage! 
may depart somewhat from the original assumption
of housing densities of 12.5 per ha gross, but this
will not materially affect the overall impermeable
factor applied to urban development in this study.

3. Development in the County area outside the Main
Drainage Boundary is governed by the County Develop-
ment Plan which is subject to review every five
years. Consequently, long term predictions are
difficult to make, and it can only be stated that,
historically, pressure for development in the
periphery of the City has shown no sign of easing
off in the present century.

It is this latter county area therefore, that requires
careful study in regard to possible surface water
discharge.

4.2 !~E2~~£~~~~-~~-§!~~~~2~g~~

Taking the Glennamought/Bride in the first instance,
it can be seen from Table 2.3, that of the total
Catchment Area to Wherlands Lane (33.5 km2) some
27.87 km2 lie outside the Main Drainage Boundary, and
of this 16.69 km2 lie above Glennamought Bridge.

The deep glen above Glennamought Bridge is an obvious
location for water storage, being steeply sloped and
able to accommodate a large volume of water within a
relatively small surface area.

Consideration therefore, might be given to off-setting
the increase in flow in the downstream section of the
River Bride, due to urbanisation, by creating an
impoundment reservoir at this location.

4.3 ~~2E~9~_8~g~!E~~~~~~

In considering the question of Impoundment at Glenn-
amought, the flow to be discharged from this will
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I~ obviously have an important bearing on the estj,mated
I,. flow downstream.
,;,e
!.:'C Table 4.1 has been compiled on the following basis
:C
i C 1. Return period 50 years.

iC 2; C 2 .Are a 16. 6 9 km

C 3. Impermeability factor 0.3
C
C 4. Max. discharge from Impoundment -2 to 6 cumecs.

CC Studies carried out by Copas and by Escritt into the
problem of providing storage for storm water from a

.,C catchment of known area, allowing for a predetermined
::C rate of discharge from the storage led to the following
0 formula:

g C = _8 hi2N~ -40 pt

0 p~,
00 where C = cubic metres storage
0 ha = Area in hectares (impermeable)

p = discharge in cumecs
0 t = time of concentration in Minutes

: 0"..,
\0 (taken as 214 minutes at Glennamought
0 from data supplied by Cork Co. Council).

0
0 NOTE: This formula is the metric version of the
0 Cop,as/Escritt Formula
C'

~ 0 In considering the degree of storage to be provided,
'c the following factors are considered.

0 (a) Design Return Period
C
C The design return period affects the amount of
C storage in so far as the volume to be stored is

: C that which exceeds the capacity of the outflow! C from the storage area. If this outflow is fixed,
C the storage volume increases as the storm return

period gets longer. Taking a return period of
C 50 years in this instance, a fixed maximum out-
C flow of 6 cumecs would, in effect, produce a
~ reduction in flow downstream equivalent to a 20
C year return period. This can be seen from Tables 2.3,

; C 2.6 and 2.11 and is computed as follows:
r c ',''-- .,' Ultimate Design Flow at Kilnap
C (50 year) (no impoundment) = 31.42, cumec
(' '. ,
~ Ultimate .Desigll flow at Kilnapr (50 year) with impoundment = 20.31 cumec

Add 6 cumec from impoundment = 26.31 cumec
r .;"

Design flow at Kilnap (20 year) = 26.11 cumec
~ without impoundment.

~ -19-
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This example can be used to compile Table
4.1 which indicates the effect of various
fixed maximum outflows from Impoundment on
the 50 year return design.

!~~~"§--~:..!
EFFECTS OF IMPOUNDMENT ON STORM RETURN PERIOD

Outflow Cumecs 2 3 4 5 6

Flow at Kilnap(Ultimate) 20.31 20.31 20.31 .20.31 20.31!

Total 22.31 23.31 24.31 25.31 26.31

Equivalent Return Period
without Impoundment 10 10 15 15 20 i

Storage Required m3 500000 396000 331000 284000 247000
TWL Approx. m 58.5m 57 m 56 m 55 m 54.5 roo

-Ht of darn m 15.5m 14 m 13 m 12 m 11.5 m

Length up from
Glennamought Bridge 1031m 995 m 950 m 900_m 873 m

Table 4.1 also shows the depth of storage required
to accommodate the various volumes.

Taking the road level at Glennamought Bridge to be
50.0 m OD it will be seen that a TWL of 58.5 m gives
a dam which is 85m above road level while a TWL of
54.5 Jtl-is 4.5 m above this level. It is
considered that the depth of storage should give due
regard to the proximity of the storage area to the
city, to the Kilcully scout camp, and to the Kilbarry
Industrial Estate.

In addition the cost of constructing the impounding
darn would be related to this depth, and thus the
cost benefits of Impoundment need to be related to
the corresponding saving in culvert dimensions
within the City area.

(c) Qltimate Development

The calculations for ultimate run-off shown in
the various appendices accompanying this report,
are based on an ultimate future development of
10% of the County Area outside the Cork Main
Drainage Boundary and within the Bride /Glennamought
Catchment. This is considered the minimum long
term design figure that should be adopted.

It would not be prudent to adopt this minimum
figure and at the same time further reduce the
stream capacity downstream by too much impoundment.
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C In the light of these considerations, it is decided
C to limit the impoundment to 250,000 cu.metres
c: thus adopting 6 cumecs as the flow from the
C Impoundment area.

C, This allows provision for increasing impoundment
C at a later stage should the present design flows
C ever be exceeded by development in the County area
C beyond the 10% provided for. This further impound-
C ment could be provided by a stepped storage lagoon,
C having a TWL of 54.5 m at the lower end and up to

58.5 m at the upper end.
C
C (d) ~urther Considerations
C
r'- (i) It creates impoundment in an area which

~ itself does not give rise to the conditions
demanding impoundment.C

C Impoundment is generally considered to be applicable
0 downstream of development rather than upstream of

i 0 it, since it is the increased flows from develop-
! 0 ment that necessitate same.

0 (ii) ~he value of the reduction in flow is not
e tullY',!:ava;i.le.d of because of the reduced time of.
'6 concentration and consequent higher rainfall
0 intensities ana. run-off accruing from same over
C the smaller area contributing downstream of the
C impoundment.

C (iii) The overall effect of impoundment in this
C instance is to reduce stream flows by 20 to 30%
C which, in effect, is equivalent to dropping
C design figures from a 50 year to a 20 year storm
C! return period. It would, therefore, be preferable

to adopt, say a 25 year return period and leave
C the question of impoundment to be considered when,
C if ever, development upstream of same is contemplated.
C
C (iv) The cost of impoundment must be compared with
C the resultant saving in the cost of culvert
C construction. For the purpose of this compari son, the following Table 4.2 has been drawn up.
C
C TABLE 4.2
C --
C Return TWL Culvert Saving £m Impounding Dam
C PeriodYr~ Cost £m Cost £m
C
C 50 --3.65 Nil Nil

25 54.5 3.11 0.54 0.64

10 58.5 2.6 1.05 1.11
l.
-
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The culvert costs shown in the table are from
Blackpool Bri~ge to the point 235 In upst~eam,
of the River Lee.

The Dam Costs are based on information supplied
by Cork COu,I:lty Council, as contained in their
Consulting Engineer1s Report on the provision. -
of a water supply to Kilbarry. '.rYDical Cross'
sections of the Impoundment area are repr,oo.uced 1, -fr<?m that report and,altered to Malin Head dat\lm. .

There does not appear to be any cost advantage in
providi,ng impoundment.

4.5 g!~~-~y-=~~~~

In connection with the Glen Catchment, it is has been
suggested that the construction of a by, -pass roughly
along the 89 m contour would relieve the Glen River
of much of its catchment, and thus minimise the flows
from the urbanisation of same.

:- The advantages of such a proposal are:-
c. '

i,~;';::~1 1. Fl~ws in the Glen River to: its junction with the
~;!;";' Brlde would be reduced.
~;,

, 2. The by -pass would be designed to cater for all
~ development upstream of same, and, since this area

is largely inside the Main Drainage Boundary, the
consequent saving to the Glen Contribution would
be significant.

3. Development of the by, -pass could keep pace with
development of land, and an exact route would be
reviewed at each phase of development.

The disadvantages are:-

1. While flows in the Glen would be reduced, this
reduction would not be proportional to area as the
shorter time of concentration would yield higher
run-off per hectare in the remaining area of the
Catchment.

2. Reduction in run-off would be less significant below
the confluence of the Bride and Glen Rivers, because
the much longer time of concentration of the River
Bride would significantly reduce the design flows
from the Glen at .this point.

3. Determination of a route for the by.-pass would
require an early decision and land would have to
be isolated: to provide a proper route. This is to
avoid half-hazard routing inherent in the advantage
claimed under (3) above.

4. In general, while drainage will be on the separate
system within theMain Drainage Area, it is good

I. engineering to run foul and storm drains in parallel,
to enable economics in construction to be effected,
to facilitate the designation of foul and surface
water sewers, and to co-ordinate the entire drainage
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CJayout of estates and housing or industrial zones.
C Since therefore the foul system to serve the Glen

Area is already established by the route of Cork
C Main Drainage Sewer No.1, it follows that surface
C water drainage should ideally follow this route,

I C implying the retention of the Glen River for the
C surface water run-off from all its present catch-
C ment.

C 5. Consideration must be given to the effects of the
C by -pass on Landscaping proposals for the Glen
C: Area. A significant cutting off of water from
C the Glen would defeat the proposal to create pools
C as features of the Glen Landscape.

CC 6. The cost of construction of the Glen Bye-Pass
channel must be taken into account.

C
C 4.6 ~~!~~~~-~~-~~~-~!~~-~~_:~~~~
C

I C Approximately 4 km2 of the Glen Catchment lie to the
C north and east of the 89 metre contour. It is assumed

'c that, as the major portion of this area lies within the
!;c Cork Main Drainage Boundary, it will eventually be 100%

C urbanised and therefore have an impermeability factor of
0 6;~ ..

~. \::1

'1jC Design calculations for a diversion channel have been
"'C made and are shown in Appendix Ill. The calculations
C show approx. channel sizes at White's Cross and New Inn,
C and are used to estimate the cost of the diversion. This

cost as shown inAppendix IV is found to be £400,000.
C This cost must now be related to the reduction in cost
C of widening and culverting the Glen River. Table 2.7
C 'App~ndix 11) shows that the effect of the by-pass o~ flows! C in the Glert" is to reduce these by 50% approximately.

C; ;, !

C Appendix lV shows that the culvert costs for a
25 year and 50 year storm between Glen Hall and Water-

C course Distillery are£983,000and £1,023,000, i.e. a
C difference of £40,000 for a 13% reduction in flow. The
C~; estimated saving for a 50% reduction is £100,000 to
C £]5'0,000.

~ It is concluded, therefore that this scale of reduction,
i {' even when extended over the entire proposed culvert and, ~ channel system does not justify the adoption of the bye-

=: pass as an alternative.

4.7 !~E~~~~~~~_!~_E~~_§!~~

The discussions held with officials of Cork Corporation,
Cork Co. Council and with Mr. A. O'Neill, Landscape
Consultant, led to the necessity to examine closely the
feasibility and necessity for impoundment of waters in
the Glen Catchment.
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Dealing first with Mr. O'Neill's proposals, plans for
the development of the Glen Park were made available and
these show proposals for a number of pools or lakes
located in the marshy areas of the Glen.

Beginning at the lower (Spring Lane) end, the first of
these pools is proposed for the area at present occupied
by Mis Hammond Lane Ltd. The area to be occupied by this
lake is approx. 900 m2. An effective depth of 1 metre
is assumed giving a volume of 900 m3. Upstream of this
factory site a further 1800 m2 is set out as a proposed
lake. This is in a deep depression and an avera~e depth
of 5 metres is assumed giving a volume of 9000 m .

A series of cascading pools over a length of 180 m
and having a width of 7 metres are considered as not
having any storage capacity. These are proposed for
the area of the existing long pond downstream of Glen
House.

Upstream of this house, the former mill pond is designated
as a lake, having two outlets which lead to the cascading
ponds mentioned above. The area of lake between Glen
House and a proposed children's play area some 360 m
upstream is 1.6 ha or 16000 m2. There is provision in
the proposals for variation in lake edges, and it is
assumed that not more than one metre depth would be
available for storage purposes. This depth is considered
the maximum that should be provided in an area adjacent
to playgrounds and general amenities. 3hus possible
storage here is of the order of l6000m .

,The next location for proposed lakes is at the S bend
near Ballyhooly new Road,- Two ponds in this area will
occupy an area of 1300 m and again allowitjg 1 m depth,
storage capacity is of the order of 11QQ m .

To the east of Ballyhooley New Road two areas are designated
as future lakes, between the Fox2and Hounds and Mayfield.
The areas ~nvolved total 33000 m with available storage
of 3300Q m .

It is estimated therefore that, if all the areas designated
as lakes are utilised as storage lagoons, there will be
available approximately 60,000 cubic metres.

To determine the effect of this storage on a 50 year
storm, use is again made of the Copas/Escritt formula.

3 3/2 !.,C = 60,000 m = 8 ha N2 -40 pt
~P

3/2= 8 x (800 x .6) x 7.07 -40 x 150 x P

~
P

= 594800 -6000 P
!.,

p2

P = 4 = 300000 -24000 = 276000
P = 16 = 150000 -96000 = 54000
P = 15 = 153576 -90000 = 63000
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~ Therefore it would be necessary to allow an outflow of
approx. 15 cumecs from storage to enable the system to

r C' cope with a 50 year storm.
C
0 As the total design flow, without storage is 20.44

I G Cumecs it is considered that a reduction of 5 cumecs would
C not greatly decrease the cost of culverting downstream.

"~ g~~S!~~!~~_=_!~E~~~~~~_~9_~~~=E~~~!~g-~g~-§~~~
0 It has been shown that the cost of bye-passing the Glen
0 by channelling all flows above the 89m contour, is not
0 an economical proposition.

;iG
'0 There are also various disadvantages inherent in such a
0 measure which offset any advantage that might be gained.

'0 It is therefore recommended that this option be discarded.

0 It has bjen shown that a maximum storage of the order of
'0 60',000 m might become available through the construction
0 of various lakes in the Glen Area.

g T~e lakes would obviously require capacity above this
! f].gure to prevent them from drying out, and therefore
! 0 storage in relation to flood prevention is in addition

0 to storage for recreational purposes. Therefore, the
0 figure of 60,000 cubic metres may be considered high.
0
0 However, even with this volume, there would not be a
0 significant reduction in the flow downstream of the Glen,, and it is recommended that culvert and channel sizes be
C designated to take full design flows.
C
C The proposal to create lakes is not contradicted by this,
C as there is no doubt but that this project is ideal for
C the area in question.

C The design of sluices and weirs, as well as bridges for
C pedestrian traffic is beyond the scope of this report.
C The fixing of top water levels in the various lakes will
C have to be determined in conjunction with layout of
C pathways, etc. The critical factor in the design of
C ducts and sluices is however, set by the design parameters

in this report, and these show that provision should be
C made for passing approximately 20 cumecs through spillways,
C sluices, bridges, etc.
C
C Upstream of the confluence of the northern and eastern
C branches, the flow to be ac_commodated is 16 cumecs.
C on the eastern branch and 12 cumecs on the northern
C branch. Channel sections between lakes will have to

accommodate these flows.
C
C
t'
\

(

(

C

C
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0
0 NOTE: Drgs series 100 apply to this section.

II 0 5.1 §~S~!2~_~!1~~E_~~!9g~_=_~!~~:2_~2E~~~
c

.0 The major restriction to flows in this section occurs
~o at Fitz's Boreen Bridge (Chainage 991m) See Drawing
,j 0 No. Cl123fiOl The pres~nt cross sectional area of the
.I 0 bridge arches is 3.8483m and the carrying capacity of

the waterway is 15.3 m/sec. assuming a clean bed in0 the River. As indicated in Chapter 2 the carrying

~'1 0 capaci ty in .fLood conditions, under pressure is
0 recorded as 16.23 cumecs.
0 .: ,

0 It is obvious that a major reconstruction work should
0 be undertaken to bring this bridge to a waterway capacity
e of 30 cumecs and the indications are that the present
~c::. total span of 7 metres, with a minimum clearance to
:6 soffit of 1 metre would accommodate this flow. It is

1'6 recommended therefore, that this bridge be replaced

cO with a reinforced concrete structure as outlined on
.0 Drawing No. Cl123/l07 to take the estimated flow from

0 a storm of 50 year return period.

0 Upstream of the bridge, the general route of the stream
0 is through open low-lying land which is subject to
0 flooding in winter time. This flooding is caused partly
0 by the restriction imposed at Fitz's Boreen Bridge and
C partly by the low level of banks along the route.

0 The river itself meanders quite extensively between
C Kilnap and Fitz's Boreen. It is considered that a
,C straightening of the stream, to run parallel to Sewer
1'0 No.2 would improve the grade and cross sectional
0 characteristics to a degree which would eliminate flooding
0 and be self cleansing by virtue of resultant increased
~ velocities.

0 Drawing No. 101 shows the existing stream route and
0 longitudinal section of existing bed and bank levels.
C It will be seen that, apart from the area just upstream
C of Fitz's Boreen, where some filling has raised the field
C levels, the bank heights are less than 1 metre.

C Associated, therefore, with any re-alignment of the
C river, consideration must be given to raising the bank
C levels either by earth mound embankments or by a general
C raising of the field levels along the route. The latter
C would, of course, be a more s~tisfactory so~ution as it
C would lead to better land dralnage to the rlver.

!. C Our recommendation for this section, therefore, consists
,C briefly of the following:-

0
0 1. R~placement of the ~xisting Fitz's B:oreen Bridge
~ Wlth a structure WhlCh would have adequate waterway
-to cater for a flow of 30 cumecs.
C
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2. Realignment of the existing stream, parallel to
existing Interceptor No.2, channel width and
height designed to carry a flow of 30 cumecs.

3. Raising the level of the area from Kilnap Bridge
to Fitz's Boreen to a level which would give a depth
from bed of river to bank of approx. 2 metres.

4. Where this is not possible, earth embankments should
be formed to protect adjoining land from liability
to floods.

'I

5.2 ~~S~!~~-~!~~:~_~9E~~~_~9_~!~S~E99!_~E!9g~

The nature of the existing channel as shown on Drg. No.
102 varies appreciably along the route of this section
and, therefore, it is convenienct to treat this section
in sub-divisions as follows:-

5.2.1 Fitz's Boreen To Sunbeam Bridge

The existing channel in this section is man-made, having
concrete side walls in general, with a section of box

.culvert in Sunbeam.Wolsey property, the "cha.~n.?l and culvert
having sufficient capacity to take our design flow of 30 cume
and we recommend that the channel.. bed be cleaned. The
main bridge at Sunbeam ,constitutes a slight restriction,
being capable o£ carrying only 28 cum~cs. The surcharging
at this bridge is acceptable as the channel upstream has
sufficient capacity. "Existing CI service, pipes cross the
stream here. and constitute a rest~iction. However, the
cpannel upstream 'can accommodate the resultant "surcharge.

5.2.2 §.unbeam Bridge to Chainage 1626

This section includes a footbridge, an ornamental bridge
and a block boundaJ:Y wall built on an RSJ across the
stream. The channel in this area has stone wall banks.
The footbridge and the blockwall form restrictions and
it will be necessary to replace them. The ornamental
bridge can be retained. The channel generally should
be widened on the southern side and deepened. Details
are shown on Drawing Nos. Cl123/106.

5.2.3 fhainage 1626 to Chainage 1894

The existing channel meanders in this section and has
low-lying banks. It is recommended that the channel
here be widened on the eastern side and deepened and
straightened. In conjunction with this remedial work,
the bank levels will need to be raised either by general
fill to raise the surrounding ground levels or by earth
mound embankments along the bank of the channel.
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C
C 5.2.4 Chainaae 1894 to Chainage 2017
C ,,- -~~.

C Cork Corporation propose to carry out major roadworks
C in this area and consideration will have to be given
0 to these proposals when considering the channel improve-
C ments in this section. The proximity of Cork Main
C Drainage Sewer No.2 will also have to be considered.

It is proposed that the 675 mm diameter sewer between
C MH 226 and MH 227 be re-routed to the east of its
C present position via a new MH 227A and then to connect

,C back to the existing line at MH 227. It is recommended
iC that the stream be re-routed to run between the new
C position of the sewer and the proposed new road. The

length of this re-routing would be 70 metres approx.
C and we recommend that it be concrete-lined. Care shall

'cC be taken when forming the channel near chainage 1921. to
C protect and maintain the existing 675 mm diameter sewer

;,0 where it crosses the proposed channel.
",
~~g At the proposed new road junction, it is suggested that

the stream be culverted diagonally across under thei 
(",C junction. The approx. length of this culvert will be! 
iO 60 metres. Care shall be taken when constructing the
'0 culvert to protect and maintain the existing 225 mm
0 diameter sewer from CMD. Storm Overflow 13, where it
0 crosses the line of the culvert. The existing 600 rom
0 diameter storm water pipe from S.O. 13 shall be extended

and built into the new culvert.
0
C 5.2.5 f~nage 2017 to Chainage 2179
C

i C The stream meanders considerably along the rear of the
i C Commons Road house ga:dens. It is r~commended that the
: stream be deepened, wldened and stralghtened to run
i,C parallel; with the line of CMD Sewer 2 and to the west of
I~;C it. The straightening should be such as not to lntrude
1 C into the back gardens in order to avoid the need of a

r': number of small land acquisitions on that side of the
0. stream. The channel will be deeper and wider than the
C existing stream and the improved grade and cross-sectional, characteristics will improve the flow and self-cleansing
C properties.
C
C' 5.2.6 Chain age 2179 to Wherlands Lane Bridge

-~

C
0 It is recommended that the stream be deepened and
0 widened on the eastern side. The location of CMD Sewer

2 should be taken into consideration in this widening
C as also should the proposed development of a shopping
C complex in the land to the east of the stream. Discussions

i C with Mis Malachy Walsh & Partners who are Consulting
C Engineers for the Shopping Complex indicate that their

: C' proposals will not impede the proposed work.

~ 5.2.7 From Wherland's Lane Bridge to Blackpool Bridge

C It is recommended that the stream be widened on the
C eastern side in this section. The developers of the
0 proposed shopping complex in this area propose altering

the route of CMD Sewer 2 and building a reinforced
0
Q
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concrete retaining wall along the eastern bank of the
stream. They also envisage culverting a section of
the stream to provide access to their development from
the Common's Road. The location of their retaining
wall should conform to the proposed new position of the
eastern bank of the stream. With the proposed new
gradients, Wherland's Lane Bridge is capable of
accommodating 32 cumecs. Blackpool Bridge forms a
restriction and is capable of taking 28 cumecs. This
will cause a certain amount of surcharge, but it considered
that the channel immediately upstream can cope with
this. Future work on the Blackpool Bridge should
incorporate a structure to take the design flow of 30
cumecs.

Summarising our recommendations are as follows:-

5.2.1 Clean existing channel

5.2.2 Replace footbridge and boundary wall crossing
stream. Improve channel generally to size
7 metres x 1.5 metres deep.

5.2.3 Improve channel generally to size 8 metres x 1.5
metres deep. Raising existing bank levels.

5.2.4 Re-aligning and forming concrete-lined channel
6 metres x 1.5 metres deep approximately 70 metres
long. Culvert 6 metres x 1.5 metres under proposed
road junction, 60 metres long.

5.2.5 Straighten channel to run parallel with CMD Sewer 2,
Size 5 metres x 1.5 metres deep.

5.2.6 Improve channel generally to size 8 metres x 1.5
metres deep.

5.2.7 Widen channel to give 5 metres x 1.5 metres deep
incorporating retaining wall and culvert constructed
by shopping complex developers.

'rhe estimated cost of works in the Section from Kilnap
bo- Blackpool Bridge is £510,000 as detailed in Appendix IV.

NOTE: The Cork Corporation Water Department propose to
ray-several watermains in the vicinity of the proposed
new road junction near Pophams Road. Allowances should
be made in constructing the culvert in this section to
accommodate these mains.
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I 0 PROPOSED WORKS -GLEN RIVER
I C

C NOTE: Drawings Series 200 Apply to This Section
C
C

g 6.1 Section: Mayfield Cross -Ballyvolane Cross Roads
! Ch O.Om -Ch 1641 m
',0 0 The major restriction to flows in this area is the

C Bridge crossing Ballyhooley New Road, (chainage 1641 m)
C see drg. No. C~123/~02. The2present cross ~ectional.
0 area of the Br~dge ~s 1.42 m and the carry~ng capac~ty

,0 of waterway is 5.616 cumecs assuming a concrete channel.
0 A major reconstruction job will have to be done on
C this Bridge to bring it to a waterway of 16.00 cumecs.
0 The existing cross section of bridge as shovm on Drg.

Cl123/205 shows an arch of width 1.85m and height
0 1.2m. These dimensions will. have to be changed to 2.5 m
0 width x 1.55 m height in the shape of rectangular
0 culvert.

~ It is recommended therefore that this ~ridge a~ Bally-
volane Cross (ch 1641 m) be replaced w~th a re~nforced

~;:o concrete structure as outlined above to. take. the estimated
C flow from a storm of 50 year return per~od, ~.e. 16 cumecs.
C Along this section from ch 0.0 to 1641 m Cork Main

I c Drainage Sewer 1 runs parallel with the stream on the
10 south side. Since the stream has to be deepened and

Ij~~e widened a considerable. amount in. parts of this section
""" to accommodate the est~mated des~gn flow of 16.00 cumecs,
0 extreme care must be taken so as not to undermine Sewer
0 No.1.
C
C The land lying on the north side of the stream is the
C property of Cork County Council and unless negotiations

can be made with this authority all widening will have
0 to take place on the south side.
0
0 Between ch 88 m to 190 m Sewer No.1 crosses under the
C bed of the stream. To accommodate a flow of 16 cumecs
C the bed of stream will have to be deepened by an
C average 0.3m and widened to an average of 6.0 m. Extreme

caution will have to be taken here not to disturb
0 Sewer 1 in deepening the stream.
C
C Restrictions also occur at Bettys Lane ch 870 m and
C the Footbridge at ch 340 m.
C 1

To accommodate a design flow of 16 cumecs at Bettys
C Lane it is recommended that a footbridge be constructed
C 2.6 m wide x 1.1 metres high having a capacity of 17.23
C cumecs. The footbridge at ch 340 m will have to be
C replaced by a section 2.5 m x 1 m deep having a capacity
C of 17.97 cumecs.

C
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This section consists of very boggy ground having very
little drainage. From ch 0 to ch 1641 the greatest
amount of deepening to occur is 0.785 m and widening
4.75 m.

6.2 Section: Ballyvolane Bridge to Confluence with Glen
North -Ch l64lm to Ch 1950m

This section has to be widened to an average of 3.75 m
and deepened by an average of 0.24 as shown on drg.
No. Cl123/202 and 208 to accommodate a flow of 16.00
cumecs. There are no major restrictions in this area.

6.3 Section: Ch 1950m -Ch 2420m

I The major restriction to flow in this area is the
section of culvert under Glen House at ch 2299m to
ch 23l0m -see drg. No. Cl123/202 and 208. The
present cr~ss sectional areas are 1.98m 2 at ch 2299m
and 1.59 m at ch 23l0m. The existing capacities are
3.57 cumecs and 0.69 cumecs respectively. The design
flow for a 50 year return period for this section is
20.40 cumecs. To accommodate this flow it is proposed
to construct a new culvert 11 m long x 4.6 m wide x
1.6 m high. This culvert would then have a capacity of
20 cumecs and the existing culvert has a capacity of
0.69 cumecs. The total of these two have a capacity of
20.69 cumecs.

Bridge at ch 2368 m:

It is recommended that this bridge be replaced by a
reinforced concrete culvert type bridge 3 m wide x
1.4 m high having a capacity of 22.46 cumecs. The
existing capacity of this bridge is 1.47 cumecs.

Bridge at 2332 m:

This arch bridge has a capacity of 1.88 cumecs. It
is recommended that an RC culvert type bridge be
constructed here having a capacity of 21.44 cumecs.
The bridge will be 4 m wide x 1.15 m high.

Footbridge at 2420 m:

The existing capacity of this bridge is 4.42 cumecs.
It is recommended that this be replaced by a reinforced
concrete culvert type bridge 4.0 m wide by 1.1
high having a proposed capacity of 22.5 cumecs.

The average width of the proposed channel in this
section is approx. 4.5 metres and the maximum amount
of deepening is 0.657 m.

6.4 Section: Ch 2420 m to Ch 3669 m

The fi:st length o.f this section froIi'. chainage 2420
to chalnage 2883 runs through an area which- is wet
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C and boggy. This area is one of the main feature areas

in the Glen River Park Project with the proposal to
C create lagoons. We propose to widen the existing
0 channel to an average width of 6.0 metres and deepen
0 it by an average of 0.45 metres.
C

: C In the length from chainage 3154 to chainage 3280
'r it is proposed to strengthen the channel to run
~ parallel to CMD Sewer 1 and to the north of it.
C The section from chainage 3280 to 3424 must be widened,
0 deepened and regraded. Care shall be taken near
0 chainage 3424 to avoid damaging CMD sewer which
0 crosses under the stream here. A 1 metre drop in
0 bed level is proposed at ch 3424 and the existing
10 cu~vert from here to chainage 3669 is to be replaced
: by a 3.0 m wide x 1.2 m deep RC concrete culvert.
0
0 The railway bridge at ch 3669 will have a proposed
0 capacity of 18.91 cumecs when the channel on the
0 downstream side of the bridge is regraded to 1/64.
C This will create a surcharge which can be accommodated

in the upstream culvert.
0
0 6.5 Glen North -Ch 0 -Ch 919 m Confluence
0 0 The major restrictions in this section occur between

0 chainage 493 m and 487 m and ch 671 m to ch 826 m.
0 There are 2 no. 1 metre diameter concrete pipes in
0 each of these sections which have an,existing f~ow of

.3.77 cumecs and 3.163 cumecs respect1vely. It 1S0 recommended that the seciton 493 m to 487 m be replaced
C -, by,a reinforced concrete culvert 3 m x 1m-having a

C roo'. capacity of "'13.18 cumecs and. sect.ion 671 m to 826 m
C '-~. be replaced by an' RC culvert 3.7 x 1.0 m having 'a
0 cap~c~ty of 14.85 cumecs. The average width of the
6 stre~a when widened will be 4.5 m. T~e channel between
b .;:; 826 m and the confluence (ch 919 m) w1ll not have to
.be changed.
C ;.
C '

C

0
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c
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CHAPTER 7

EgQ~Q§~Q--~Q~§--=-_£Q~Y§g!_-§~£!!Q~

NOTE: Drawings Series 300 apply to this Section.

7.1 §!~~-~~!!_~2_~~~~~S2~~~~_f~~~~~~!~!_~~~~~~

It is recommended that the Glen River be culverted
along this section in a new culvert, constructed
in the main under and in conjunction with the proposed
new road works. Using a 50 year return period the flow
to be accommodated is 20.44 cumecs. Referring to Drg.
Cl123/303the critical gradient is from ch 171 to Ch 549
Using this gradient a culvert of size 4.0 m wide x 1.3 m
deep, including 100 mm freeboard, has a capacity of
19.92 cumecs and will suffice. It is recommended that
a throttle pipe be installed at the location of the
existing branch stream which flows to the Bride River
at Wherlands Lane. This throttle should allow 1 cumec
to continue to flow in this branch.

7.2 ~!~S~E22!_£~~ES~_~2_~~~~~S2~~~~_f~S~~~~!~!_~~~~~~

There are a number of options available in this
section depending on whether or not the existing
culvert is utilised and also depending on the section
of existing culvert to be utilised. If the existing
culvert between Blackpool Church and Watercourse
Industrial Estate is used, the minimum existing capacity
is 12.65 cumecs. If the existing culvert from Black-
pool Church to Murphy's Brewery is used a capacity
of only 9.35 cumecs can be accommodated in the
existing system. For existing capacities See Drg. No. 305.

OPTION A: Abandoning the existing culvert, in which
case a flow of 33.78 cumecs must be accommodated.
A new culvert of size 4.75 metres wide by 1.6 metres
high, which includes 100 mm freeboard over TWL is
required. This culvert has a capacity of 34.15 cumecs.

OPTION B: Utilising the existing culvert in this
section and designing a new culvert to take the
difference in flow i.e. 33.78 -12.65 -21.13 cumecs.
A new culvert of size 3.5 metres wide by 1.6 metres
high, including 100 rom freeboard, is required. This
culvert would have a flow capacity of 23.11 cumecs.

OPTION C: Utilising the existing culvert from Blackpool
Church to Murphy's Brewery which has a minimum capacity
of 9.35 cumecs and designing a new culvert to take the
difference, i.e. 33.78 -9.35 = 24.43 cumecs. A new
culvert of size 3.75 metres wide by 1.6 metres high
with 100 mm freeboard is required. This culvert has
a flow capacity of 25.22 cumecs.
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C RECOMMENDATION: Due to the physical impractibility of

laying a new culvert of the size required in Options B
:;:C and C alongside the existing cuI vert, it is recommended
iO that Option A, i.e. a new culvert 4.75 metres by 1.6 metres
:0 be constructed to replace the existing culvert. This
C culvert will join with the proposed culvert from the
C Glen Hall at Watercourse Industrial Esate. The invert
C level at the confluence being 4.45 metres OD Malin Head
0 and the design depth of flow is 1.5 metres.

0 7.3 ~~~~E~2~E~~_!~~~~~E!~!_~~~~~~_~2_~~EEhY~~_~E~~~EY
0

~,O Two options are available in this section depending
,0 on whether or not the existing culvert is used.
0
0 OPTION D: Abandoning the existing culvert and using
0 a design flow of 46.84 curnecs. A new culvert of size

5.75 metres wide by 1.6 metres high with a 100 mm0 freeboard, incorporated will give a capacity of 47.86
C curnecs. This culvert would be constructed under and
C in conjunction with the proposed new road.
0
0 OPTION E: Using the existing culvert over this section..0 which can take a flow of 9.35 cumecs and des1gn1ng a new

culvert to take the difference, i.e. 46.84 -9.35 = 37.49
0 curnecs. A culvert of size 4.75 metres wide by 1.6 metres
0 high, including 100 mm freeboard, gives a flow capacity
0 of 38.3 curnecs and could be constructed in conjunction
0 with the new roadworks.

6 RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that Option E should
be adopted, in which case the existing localised

C """, surface water drainage system can continue to flow to
C 'co" the existing culvert. Near the proposed new confluence

,0 of the Glen and Bride Rivers at Maddens Buildings, a
b cross wall incorporating a throttle pipe should be
0 built across the existing culvert so that flow from the

Bride up to 9.35 curnecs can flow down the existingC culvert and the remaining design flow proceed to the
C new culvert. The new culvert size will be 4.75 x 1.6

;"q wi th 100 mm freeboard.
[0
:C 7.4 ~~EEl,:!Y~~_~E~'!!~f~_~2_~~9_2!_~:.._§:.._~~."!;;~!~_~E!~!
C
C Again a number of options are available in this section
C depending on whether or not the existing culverts are
cO used and to what extent all the options dictat~ that

a new culvert should be constructed under and 1n
C conjunction with the proposed new roadworks.
C
C OPTION F: Discarding existing culvert system and
C d~gnIng a new culvert to take 47.11 cumecs. A

culvert of size 8.5 metres wide by 1.9 metres high,
( including 100 rom freeboard, has a capacity of 47

curnecs, based on a depth of flow of 1.5 metres atr" Brewery Corner and a HWST of 2.77 m OD Malin Head at
C Carrolls Bridge.
C
C
C -34-
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OPTION G: Allow existing major culvert under Murphy's
Brewery to take 20 cumecs. Design new culvert:-under
proposed new roadworks to carry 47.11 -20 = 27.11
cumecs. A culvert of size 6.75 metres wide by 1.6
metres deep, including 100 mm freeboard, with a
capacity of 27.1 curnecs will suffice.

OPTION H: Allow existing major culvert under brewery
to take the 9.35 cumecs flowing in th-e existing culvert
upstream of the brewery, as recommended in Clause 7.3"' and design a new culvert to take 47.11 -9.35 = 37.76

curnecs. A culvert of size 8.0 metres wide x 1.7 metres,
including 50 mm freeboard, has a capacity of 38.2

::; cumecs and will suffice.

RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that Option H be
adopted, again allowing the existing localised surface
water drainage system to continue outfalling to the
existing culvert. To avoid existing utility services
in Leitrim St. as far as possible, it is suggested
that the culvert be constructed under the eastern
half of the proposed new road as far as the junction
of Leitrim St. and John St. Little. It will be necessary
for the culvert to cross under the existing services
at this point. The culvert must pass over CMD Inter-
ceptor Sewer 1 at this point also between Manholes
180 and 181 on that sewer. Sufficient cover is not
available so it will be necessary for the Interceptor

~ to be boxed in concrete and incorporated into the, floor of the new culvert. This sewer crossing is

outlined in Drg. No. Cl123/30l.

Provision will have to be made for inclusion of a
number of ducts at various points in the roof of the
culvert to accommodate possible house connections and
utility services.

Following consultations with Roads Department officials
of Cork Corporation it was agreed that a temporary road
surface level of 3.8 m OD at Leitrim St/John St. Little
junction was acceptable. This is the maximum level
allowable to enable Phase 1 of the road works to be
completed and also allow practical grading back to the
existing surfaces in Leitrim St. and John St. Little
pending construction of Phase 2. Due to the lack of
cover to the culvert at thj.s point the preliminary
design thickness of the culvert roof was reduced to
700 mm by increasing the reinforcement.

7.5 ~~~~~~~g-~~~!~~y-~~~y~S~~

The construction of large culverts in urban areas
such as proposed in this report will, of necessity
involve large scale interference with, and possible
disruption of, existing utility services. The fact
that the proposed culvert is, for the main part, to
be constructed under, and in conjunction with, major
road works alleviates this problem to some extent in
that diversions of services would be entailed in the
road works in any case.
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0
C In the estimates for construction of culverts the
C rates for excavation incorporate a cost element to
C overcome difficulties which may be encountered due
oto the presence of utility services.

0 The main areas of possible interference with
0 utilities are as follows:-
C
C (a) Leitrim St.
0
0 The fact that the new culvert is located on the
0 eastern side of the proposed new road reduces the
0 possibility of interference with services to a

minimum. Where the culvert crosses Leitrim St.C at its junction with John St. Little alterations to
! 0 existing services will more than likely be necessary.

0 The proposed roadworks will presumably require some
0 alterations to these services.
0
0 (.b) ~~~E~y:~_~~~~~~y_g2~~~f

0
0 There is a complicated network of services at this
0 location which will, judging by the problems encountered
0 when laying Sewer 1 of Cork Main Drainage, cause severe

difficulties when constructing the road and culvert.
0 During the construction of Sewer 1, the presence of a
0 450 mm diameter high pressure water main caused extreme
0 problems here. This main is of major importance to
0 the water supply system in Cork City. The presence,
0 as discovered when laying Sewer 1, of rock close up

to the underside of the watermain compounds the
0 difficulties.
0
0 (c) ~9.EE}.:~_g2~~
0
0 Alterations to existing services will possibly be
C required during culvert and road construction in this
C area. These, however, should not be of a major nature.

ro~ (d) ~~~~E~!9.~_g2~~
; "

e Comments similar to (c) above apply here with the
0 added complication of Cork Main Drainage Storm Over-
C flow No. 19 being situated in the proposed road line.
C As Drg. No. Cl123/302 shows it will be possible to
C lay the culvert to the east of the SO chamber if the
C present proposed road alignment is adhered to.
C
C (e) g!~~-~~~~~~

c-
r Comments similar to (c) above apply here.
(
(- (f) ~~~~~S9.~~~~_g2~~_!~2~_~!~S~E22!_g~~~9~_~2_~~9~~~~_~!~g

C It is intended to lay the culvert along the line of
C the existing culvert in this section. This will reduce
C the amount of interference with existing services.
C
C
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However, it is possible that some existing utilities
have been laid over and along the line of the existing
culvert. Where the new culvert leaves the line of
the existing and crosses over to Watercourse Industrial
Estate, diversions or re-routing of existing utilities
may be necessary. It should be noted that this section
does not have the benefit of the accompanying road
works which alleviate the service problems in other
sections.
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0
0 Estimated Cost of Recommendations

,0
0 NOTE: See Appendix IV
0
0
0 Kilnap to Blackpool Bridge £510,000
0
0 Blackpoo1 Br. to Watercourse Ind. Est. £594,000
0
0 Mayfield to Glen Hall £609,000
0
0 Glen Hall to Watercourse Ind. Est. £1,023,000

0 Watercourse Ind. Est. to Murphy's
0 Brewery £1,192,000
0
0 Murphy's Brewery to start of
0 EGP brief £1,410,000

0 Total Works Cost ~338,000
0
0
0
0
0 Engineering and legal fees and,
0 expenses 362,000"

0 R ' d " 1'0 eSl ent Englneer s Sa ary and
expenses 50, 0000"

0,0 All-in Cost £5,750,000
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C

T. J. H,9r'ney,C Chairman
C E. G. Pettit & Co.
G
C
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LIST OF DRAWINGS

The Following drawings are incorporated in this report:-

C1123/001 Topography I~ap
C1123/002 Key Plan

C1123/101 Existing Level Section of River Bride
C1123/102 Existing Level Section of River Bride
C1123/103 Cross Sections of Bride River
C1123/104 Cross Sections of Bride River
C1123/105 Proposed Level Sections of Bride River
C1123/106 Proposed Level Sections of Bride River
C1123/107 Details of Proposed Bridge at Fitz's BoreenI 

C1123/201 Existing Longitudinal Section of Glen River
C1123/202 Existing Longitudinal Section of Glen River
C1123/203 Existing Longitudinal Section of Glen River
C1123/204 Existing Longitudinal Section of Glen River
C1123/205 Cross Section of Glen River
C1123/206 Cross Sections of Glen River
C1123/207 Proposed Level Sections of Glen River
C1123/208 Proposed Level Sections of Glen River
C1123/209 Proposed Level Sections of Glen River
C1123/210 Proposed Level Sections of Glen River

C1123/301 Level Section of Proposed Culvert
C1123/302 Level Section of Proposed Culvert
C1123/303 Level Section of Proposed Culvert
C1123/304 Level Section of Proposed Culvert
C1123/305 Existing Culverts
C1123/306 Existing Culverts
C1123/307 Existing Culverts Back Watercourse
C1123/308 Existing Culverts Back Watercourse
C1123/309 Cross Sections Back Watercourse.
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